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KINETIC MOE 
 
 
 

 

 CODE 1001 

- Single man operation 
 

- For inward opening doors 
- NATO Stock No 5120998910546 

 
The Enforcer is the original and still the most reliable door opener around. 16kg of 

hardened steel combined with a unique design that impacts at over 3.5 tons means that 

most residential doors, even reinforced, will submit within 1-2 seconds. 
 

The Enforce has been able to open doors fitted with up to seven different 
locks, bolts  and chains with a single blow, proving why it has sold thousands 

the world over. 

 
Length - 58cm (23”) Weight - 16kg 

 

 

ENFORCER KIT - CODE 1013 

- Buy all three items and save money 
- For maximum protection when using the Enforcer 

- High quality design and manufacture 

 
This kit comprises of an Enforcer, Mitts and Forearm Protectors. The mitts 

and forearm protectors have been designed to offer the wearer a high 

level of protection against hand and forearm injury during MOE operations 

when using the Enforcer. The 18” puncture-resistant, double palm 

leather. 

 
FOREARM PROTECTORS 1008 

The Forearm Protectors, in conjunction with the Mitts, have been 

designed to offer the wearer the highest level of protection when using 

the ram family of tools. The 46cm puncture resistant, double palm 

leather mitts (2 layers of leather with a Kevlar interlining) extend up 

to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion and 

puncture. The 2mm Forearm Protectors, worn inside the mitts, provide 

additional puncture and crush protection. We recommend the use of 

both mitts and forearm protectors together for maximum protection. 

 

Weight - 300g Length - 21cm (8”) Max Diameter - 11cm (4.5”) 
Thickness - 2mm Material - Poly Colour - Transparent 

 
PROTECTIVE LEATHER MITTS 1007 

These mitts have been designed to offer the wearer the highest level of protection when using the Enforcer family 

of tools in MoE operations. The 46cm (18”) puncture-resistant, double palm leather mitts (two layers of leather 

with a Kevlar interlining) extend up to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion and puncture. 

We highly recommend the use of both mitts and forearm protectors together for maximum protection. 

 
Length - 46cm (18”) Leather outer - chrome tanned split leather, 1.2 - 1.4mm thick 

Lining material on palm - chrome tanned split leather, 1.2 - 1.4mm thick 
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KINETIC MOE 
 
 
 

 

DISRUPTER - CODE 1033 
 

- Single man operation 

- More powerful successor to the Enforcer 
 

- For inward opening doors 

 
The natural successor to the Enforcer, the Disrupter takes over from the original and 

most respected door opener around. 18kg of hardened steel combined with a new 

improved design (with the front handle located further back) ensures that impacts 

are higher, more effective, and at the same time safer in use. 

 

Length - 58cm (23”) Packaging Dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm 

Weight - 18kg (40lbs) Colour - Covert Black 

 

BABY RAM - CODE 1044 
 

- Amazingly effective for size 

- Compact yet powerful 

- Perfect for Fire and Rescue Operations 
 
 

on appliances the tool comes with all the proven features of the Enforcer family of 

rams. Only 16” long and weighing in at 10.5kg this ‘petite’ tool packs a punch that 

will surprise. Its size means that not only is it easy to stow 

conditions where other tools are just impossible to use. Never leave home without one! 

 
Length - 42cm (16”) Width - 14.5cm (6”) Height - 17.3cm (7”) 

Weight - 10.5kg (23lb) Colour - Yellow 

 

FIRECRACKER - CODE 1022 
 

- Single man operation 
 

- For inward opening doors 

 
The Firecracker is the feisty sister of the Enforcer and has been specially designed 

with a shorter overall length for applications where size is important, such a 

Firearm Teams and Fire and Rescue Services. The same weight and packing the same 

punch as the Enforcer, the Firecracker is the small but perfectly formed alternative. 

 

Length - 46cm (18”) Packaging Dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm 

Weight - 16kg (35lbs) Colour - Fire Yellow 
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT 
 
 
 

 

‘911’ LIGATURE KNIFE - CODE 5152 

- Small 3” (75mm) steel blade 

- Unique design weighs less than 3oz 
- Folds into its own protective nylon case 
- Everyone should have one 

 

With a unique design this ligature knife can be carried in a shirt pocket or even 
Fitted to you key ring. This is a ‘must have’ for every team member. 

 

Dimensions - 7.5cm long (3” approx) 

 
Weight - 60g (2.6oz) Colour – Chrome 
 
 
 

 

RESCUE/RELEASE/LIGATURE KNIFE - CODE 5088  

- 15cm (6”) carbon steel blade 
- MoD pattern 

- Hardwood handle 
- Complete with leather case 

 
Based on a Ministry of Defence pattern for non-intrusive, low damage rescue and 

release, this top-quality knife features a 15cm (6”) concave carbon steel blade with 

curved hardwood handle. It comes complete with full grain leather sheath. 

 

Dimensions - 30cm long (12” approx) 

 
Weight - 90g (4oz) Colour - Chrome / Wood 

 
 

 

ANIMAL CONTROL LOOP – CODE 5485 
 

- For controlling an aggressive animal 

- Plastic covering to minimise discomfort 

- Other sizes are available 

 
This basic grasper comprises of an aluminium tubular handle and a 

non-kinking, plastic covered, braided steel lanyard. The lanyard has a 
 

raid or in transit. Parts in contact with the animal are plastic covered and 

there are strategically placed handgrips. 

 

Length - 99cm (other sizes are available) 

Weight - 1kg (2lb 3oz) 
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GLASS PUNCH - CODE 5139 
 

- Spring loaded glass breaking tool 

- Fully adjustable pressure 

- Max setting = 50lb hammer strike 

- Useful for double glazing units 

 
Hand-operated covert glass breaking is made easy with this fully 

adjustable spring-loaded glass punch. On its maximum setting the force 

generated at its tip is equal to a 50lb (22.7kg) hammer strike. This is a 

true professional’s tool that will last for years. 

 

Weight - 198g (7oz) 

Colour - Black 

 

24V CORDLESS SABRE SAW - CODE 5138 
 

- Perfect cutting of PVC drainpipes 

- 24V battery powered 

- Spare battery 

- Fast 1 hour charge time 

 
Cut wood and PVC fast, anywhere, anytime. This saw is perfect for 

PVC down and drainpipes, and the powerful 24V battery gives two 

strong cutting strokes of 19 and 32mm. There is an electronic speed 

acceleration switch with brake and a soft grip for optimum comfort. It 

comes supplied with 1 hour charger, a carry case, two 2.0Ah batteries 

and two blades. 

 

Power - 24V 1300Mah battery pack Weight - 3.9kg (8.5lb) 
 

 

18V CORDLESS SABRE SAW - CODE 5142 
 

- Perfect cutting of PVC drainpipes 

- 18V battery powered 

- Soft grip 

- Fast 1 hour charge time 

 
Cut wood and PVC fast, anywhere, anytime. This saw is perfect for 

PVC down and drainpipes, and the powerful 18V battery gives a strong 

cutting stroke of 19mm. There is an electronic speed control and it 

goes from 0-2100 rpm. The saw has a 90mm cutting capacity in wood 

and a soft grip for optimum comfort. It comes supplied with 1 hour 

charger and a blade. 

 

Power - 18V 1300Mah battery pack 
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SUMO - CODE 1023 
 

- Single man operation 

- The ultimate ‘Enforcer’ type tool 

- For inward opening doors 

 
As its name suggests, the Sumo is not to be messed with. Weighing in at a hefty 21kg 

(46lbs) you need plenty of muscle power as well as good technique to get the most 

from this tool, but for sheer door busting ability from a one-man tool it cannot be 

 

 
Length - 46cm (18”) Packaging Dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm 

Weight - 21kg (46lbs) Colour - Blue 

 

 

2 MAN RAM - CODE 1041 
 

- Two-man operation 

- Massive power for its size 

- For all inward opening doors 

 
Manufactured as a direct result of customer demand, the Two Man Enforcer needs a 

lot of space in which to work effectively. If you have the room to operate then this 

tool’s 25kg can generate huge power to open any inward opening door. While the 

Firecracker will run rings around it in the agility stakes when it comes to sheer power 

this tool is the only answer. 

 

Length - 80cm (32”) Weight - 25kg (55lbs) Colour - Red 
 
 
 

 

CUSTOM ENFORCER – CODE  
 

- Can be made to your own spec 

- Adapt the tool to your needs 

- Any colour you like 

 
While our standard 16kg Enforcer covers most bases, there may come a time when 

 

Sigma has its own manufacturing facility we can adapt this hard-hitting tool to your 

exact requirements, whether that means a colour swap, a design tweak or a change 

in the tool’s weight. Please give us a call to discuss exactly what you’re after and we 

can advise and custom build units to suit your needs. 
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT 
YOUR MOE ODDS AND ENDS 

 
 

into a suitable category and these are ours! 
That doesn’t mean that they should be 

overlooked though as we have some 
very useful items to interest you. 
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V12 BREACHING KIT - CODE 1082 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Lightweight version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this lightweight tool is just as 

effective for Police and Military personnel 

for outward opening doors, grilles, gates 

Tool can handle 
 

2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 24” (61cm) Weight - 3.09kg (6.8lb) 

 

 

MINI VIPER BAR - CODE 5678 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- 3.7kg version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this compact yet invaluable tool 

is just as effective for Police and Military 

personnel for outward opening doors, 

Tool 

can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 

 

 
Length - 24” (61cm) Weight - 4.2kg (9.2lb) 

 

 

24” BLACK HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5675 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- 3.7kg version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this compact yet invaluable tool 

is just as effective for Police and Military 

personnel for outward opening doors, 

Tool 

can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 
 
 

Length - 24” (61cm) Weight - 4.2kg (9.2lb) 
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24” LIGHT HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1082 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Lightweight version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this lightweight tool is just as 

effective for Police and Military personnel 

for outward opening doors, grilles, gates 

Tool can handle it all. 
 

(1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 24” (61cm) Weight - 3.09kg (6.8lb) 

 

 

24” STANDARD HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5678 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- 3.7kg version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this compact yet invaluable tool 

is just as effective for Police and Military 

personnel for outward opening doors, grilles, 

Tool can handle 
 

2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 24” (61cm) Weight - 4.2kg (9.2lb) 

 

 

24” BLACK HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5675 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- 3.7kg version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this compact yet invaluable tool 

is just as effective for Police and Military 

personnel for outward opening doors, grilles, 

Tool can handle 
 

2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 24” (61cm) Weight - 4.2kg (9.2lb) 
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30” STANDARD HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1015 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Single man operation 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this tool is just as effective for 

Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 

Tool can handle it all. With the 

 
 

proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. This tool is also available in Non-Haz Spark Free material at extra cost. 

 
Length - 30” (76cm) Weight - 4.8kg (10.6lb) 

 

30” KELLY HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5371 
 

- For glass breaking and levering 

- Single man operation 
 
 

If your Health and Safety department don’t 

approve of the spike on the Hooligan Tool 

then the Kelly Tool has all of its amazing 

abilities minus the puncturing spike. 
 

can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength and then 
 
 

Length - 76cm (30”) Weight - 5.4kg (11.8lb) 
 

 

30” LIGHT HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1083 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Lightweight version 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this lightweight tool is just as 

effective for Police and Military personnel 

for outward opening doors, grilles, gates and 

Tool can 

handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum 

 

 
Length - 30” (76cm) Weight - 3.32kg (7.3lb) 
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30” BLACK HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1054 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Single man operation 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this tool is just as effective for 

Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 

Tool can handle it all. 

With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 
 
 

Length - 30” (76cm) Weight - 4.8kg (10.6lb) 
 

 

30” HIGHWAY HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1014 
 

- Designed to cut heavy gauge metals and 

composites 

- Single man operation 
 
 

the Hooligan Tool but replaces the standard 

wedge end with a metal cutting claw. The 

blade acts like a large can opener and is able 

to cut open vehicle doors, aircraft fuselages, chemical drums and many other sheet panels. The tool’s light weight 

makes it easy to manoeuvre and is ideal for any Fire and Rescue operation. It is also available in Non-Haz Spark 

Free material at extra cost. 

 
Length - 30” (76cm) Weight - 4.8kg (10.6lb) 

 

 

30” NON-SPARK HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 8648 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Safe to use in hazardous environments 

- Made from spark resistant AMPCOLOY 45 

 
Based on the 30-inch Standard Hooligan 

Tool, this spark resistant version has been 

designed for emergency service personnel 

operating in the presence of hazardous 

vapours and combustible residues. Now a 

single spark resistant tool allows you to pound, puncture, pry, twist and cut outward opening doors, grilles, gates 

and windows. The head and claw are manufactured from spark resistant AMPCOLOY 45, making this an essential 

piece of equipment in your HazMat arsenal. 

 

Length - 30” (76cm) Weight - 3.3kg (7.2lb) Colour - AMPCOLOY 45 Gold 
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36” STANDARD HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1016 
 

- For breaking glass, levering and puncturing 

- Single man operation 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this tool is just as effective for 

Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows 

Tool can handle it all. With the 

head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 
 
 

Length - 36” (91cm) Weight - 5.4kg (11.9lb) 
 

 

36” KELLY HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5372 
 

- For glass breaking and levering 

- Single man operation 
 
 

If your Health and Safety department 

don’t approve of the spike on the Hooligan 

Tool then the Kelly Tool has all of its 

amazing abilities minus the puncturing 

spike. Whether it’s smashing glass, lifting 

Tool can handle it all. With the 
 

stress-proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 91cm (36”) Weight - 5.9kg (13.1lb) 

 

36” BLACK HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1055 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Single man operation 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this tool is just as effective for 

Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows 

Tool can handle it all. 

With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 

 

 
Length - 36” (91cm) Weight - 5.4kg (11.9lb) 
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36” HIGHWAY HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1057 
 

- Designed to cut heavy gauge metals 

and composites 

- Single man operation 
 
 

of the Hooligan Tool but replaces the 

standard wedge end with a metal cutting 

claw. The blade acts like a large can 

opener and is able to cut open vehicle doors, aircraft fuselages, chemical drums and many other sheet panels. The 

tool’s light weight makes it easy to manoeuvre and is ideal for any Fire and Rescue operation. 

 

Length - 36” (91cm) Weight - 5.4kg (11.9lb) 
 
 

 

42” STANDARD HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 1017 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Single man operation 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this tool is just as effective for 

Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 

Tool can handle it all. 
 

(1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 42” (106.7cm) Weight - 6.0kg (13.3lb) 

 

 

42” BLACK HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5676 
 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing 

- Single man operation 
 
 

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 

operations this tool is just as effective for 

Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 

Tool can handle it all. With the 
 

proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

 
Length - 42” (106.7cm) Weight - 6.0kg (13.3lb) 
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42” KELLY HOOLIGAN TOOL - CODE 5373 
 

- For glass breaking and levering 

- Single man operation 
 
 

If your Health and Safety department 

don’t approve of the spike on the 

Hooligan Tool then the Kelly Tool has all of 

its amazing abilities minus the puncturing 
 

Kelly Tool can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum 
 
 

Length - 42” (107cm) Weight - 6.6kg (14.5lb) 
 

 

HOOLIGAN TOOL HARNESS - CODE 5082 
 

- Protection and portability 

- Claw and head cover 

- Fully adjustable 
 
 

Tool the harness not only provides a fully adjustable 

carrying system but also offers total protection from 

the potentially hazardous spike, wedge and claw 

ends. Quick snap-on Velcro leather clamps ensure 

grip anywhere on the shaft of the tool. The strap is 

manufactured from heavy duty black nylon webbing 

with adjusting slides. Protection is provided by 3mm thick leather covers to spike, wedge and claw. The shoulder 

carrying strap is attached by metal quick release hook making this the perfect accessory for the Hooli Bar. 

 
 

HOOLIGAN TOOL CARRYING STRAP - CODE 1090 
 

- The perfect accessory for Hooli Bars 

- Precision made clamps 

- Tough nylon webbing 

- Fully adjustable 

 
This carrying strap is made by the manufacturers 

of the world famous Hooligan Tool and is the 

perfect accessory. Its precision machined clamps 

ensure a perfect, non-slip grip anywhere on the 

shaft of the tool, while the heavy duty black nylon 

webbing of the strap features adjustable slides. 

 

Colour - Black Weight - 0.9kg (2lbs) 
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HOOLIGAN SHOULDER STRAP - CODE 5124 
 

- Portability and convenience 

- Fully adjustable 
 
 

This is an excellent value yet extremely 

effective accessory for carrying a Hooligan tool. 

Over the shoulder or in the hand the adjustable 

strap provides an alternative way of carrying a 

Hooligan tool. The strap is fully adjustable and 

comes with a quick release centre clip. 

 

Colour - Black Weight - 82g (3oz) 
 
 

 

PRT (PERCUSSIVE RESCUE TOOL KIT) - CODE 5413 
 

- Powerful hand-held rescue tool 

- More effective than a sledge and wedge 

- Can pry open doors and locks in seconds 

- Can break through brick within minutes 

 
The PRT is a powerful hand-held rescue 

tool that is more effective than a 

sledgehammer and wedge could ever be. 

This is because its Slam and Ram action 
 

in seconds and break through brick and concrete block walls within a few minutes. This kit includes a PRT bar, 1” 

and 3” wide chisel tips, 12.4” metal cutting claw, 18.3” bull point, 12.4” lock breaker claw and a carrying pouch. 

 
 

 

GORILLA BAR - CODE 5178 

 

 
- For levering, pulling and removing nails 

- Extremely strong 

- Easy to carry 

 
The all-purpose Gorilla Bar is the perfect complement to Sigma’s other tools and 

can be used whenever there is a need for some extra levering or pulling. Made from 

tough forged steel it is extremely strong and can prove to be an invaluable piece of 

kit. 

 

Length - 60cm (24”) Width - 1.9cm (0.75”) Weight - 1.9kg 
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GORILLA BAR - CODE 5178 

 

 
- For levering, pulling and removing nails 

- Extremely strong 

- Easy to carry 

 
The all-purpose Gorilla Bar is the perfect complement to Sigma’s other tools and 

can be used whenever there is a need for some extra levering or pulling. Made from 

tough forged steel it is extremely strong and can prove to be an invaluable piece of 

kit. 

 

Length - 60cm (24”) Width - 1.9cm (0.75”) Weight - 1.9kg 
 
 
 

 

48” GORILLA BAR - CODE 5654 
 

- The ultimate wrecking and demolition bar 

- Offers massive leverage 

- Who says that size doesn’t matter? 

 
There isn’t a lot that can stand in the way of the 48-inch Gorilla Bar! It is the 

perfect wrecking and demolition bar, and the patented ‘Gorilla’ shaped end offers 

increased leverage over a standard item. Manufactured from high grade forged steel, 

the Gorilla bar is extremely durable and the extra wide chisel blades can prove 

invaluable in tricky situations. 

 

Length - 122cm (48”) Weight - 4kg Colour - Black 
 
 
 

 

24” CABLE CUTTERS - CODE 1075 
 

- The ideal all-purpose cable cutter 

- Class-leading build quality 

 
The drop forged head is specially contoured to surround the cable before the 

cut is made so that the cable cannot slip from between the blades. Tubular steel 

handles with rubber grips provide ample leverage to cut a maximum 26mm (1”) O/D 

unarmoured copper or aluminium cables. 

 

Weight - 1.9kg (4.2lbs) Length - 608mm (24”) Colour - Dark blue 
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PRYBAR - CODE 1035 
 

- For levering and pulling 

- Extremely light 

- Easy to carry 

 
This prybar is the perfect complement to Sigma’s other tools and can be used 

whenever there is a need for some extra levering or pulling. Made from tough forged 
 

space inside a tool bag. 

 

 
Weight - 660g (1.5lbs) Length - 45cm (17.5”) 

 
Width - 4.5cm (1.75”) Colour - Blue 

 

 

18” BOLT CUTTERS - CODE 1069 
 

- Outstanding performance and quality 

- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application 

- Fully adjustable jaws 

 
Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 

quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 

for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 

the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 

metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 

cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire. 

 
 
 
 

 

24” BOLT CUTTERS - CODE 1053 
 

- Outstanding performance and quality 

- Cutting heads are available in a range of 

styles to suit application 

- Fully adjustable jaws 

 
Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 

quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 

for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 

the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 

metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 

cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire. 
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30” BOLT CUTTERS - CODE 1072 
 

- Outstanding performance and quality 

- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application 

- Fully adjustable jaws 

 
Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 

quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 

for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 

the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 

metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 

cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire. 

 
 
 
 

 

36” BOLT CUTTERS - CODE 5450 
 

- Outstanding performance and quality 

- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application 

- Fully adjustable jaws 

 
Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 

quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 

for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have the 

strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous metal 

with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to cut 

non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire. 
 
 
 
 

 

42” BOLT CUTTERS - CODE 1034 
 

- Outstanding performance and quality 

- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application 

- Fully adjustable jaws 

 
Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 

quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 

for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 

the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 

metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 

cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire. 
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COMMANDO BARBED WIRE CUTTERS - CODE 5486 

 

 
- Lightweight 

- Easy to use 

 
The Commando Cutter has been specially designed for cutting barbed wire, and 

therefore can help to remove another barrier when you’re trying to make a quick 

entry. Its hook allows the wire to be caught by holding it at the bottom of the 
 

dimensions and low weight means that it can be easily carried in a pocket. 

 
Length - 19.5cm (7.6”) Weight - 280g (0.6lbs) 

 
 
 

 

8” CABLE CUTTERS - CODE 1036 
 

- Versatile, easy to carry cable cutters 
 
 

These excellent cutters can be used on the following: 

 
Bowden cable, barbed wire, fencing wire, stranded wire, wire rope, Cu and AI cables, 

round steel, steel rods, 6mm (1/4”) standard mild steel wire, 4mm (3/16”) standard 

high tensile steel wire, 2mm (3/32”) standard spring steel wire, 4mm (3/16”) solid 

mild steel wire. 

 

Length - 20cm (8”) Weight - 350g (0.77lbs) 

Colour - Black/red 

 

FELCO C7 WIRE & CABLE CUTTERS - CODE 5487 
 

- Able to cut a range of cable and wires 

- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting 

- Single-handed use 

 
This small single-handed cutter is compact, light and very easy to handle, and is 

recommended for cutting hardened spring steel wire up to 2.5mm (0.1”) and cables 

up to 7mm (0.3”). Its quality and long life make it particularly suitable for the world 

of MOE accessories, and because of the special shape of the blades cables are not 

crushed but cut progressively. The C7 features hardened steel blades and centre bolt, 

pressed steel handles with plastic coverings. 
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FELCO C9 WIRE & CABLE CUTTERS - CODE 1037 
 

- Able to cut a vast range of cable and wires 

- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting 

 
This range of cable and wire cutters offer the perfect balance between versatility 

and cutting capacity. They’re small enough to be easily carried around by hand or in a 

tool bag, and they have the power to cut a wide range of wires and cables as detailed 

below: 9mm mild steel strands, 7mm high tensile steel strands, 6mm pre-stressing 

strands, 5mm extra tough wire ropes and strands, 9mm copper, aluminium and steel- 

cored aluminium cables, 7mm aluminium or copper rods, 4mm tempered spring wire. 

 

Length - 33cm (13”) 
 
 
 

 

FELCO C12 WIRE & CABLE CUTTERS - CODE 5083 
 

- Able to cut a vast range of cable and wires 

- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting 

 
This range of cable and wire cutters offer the perfect balance between versatility 

and cutting capacity. They’re small enough to be easily carried around by hand or in a 

tool bag, and they have the power to cut a wide range of wires and cables as detailed 

below: 

 
12mm mild steel strands, 8mm high tensile steel strands, 6mm pre-stressing strands, 

5mm extra tough wire ropes and strands, 12mm copper, aluminium and steel-cored 

aluminium cables, 10mm aluminium or copper rods, 4mm tempered spring wire. 

 

Length - 50cm (20”) Width - 14cm (5.5”) 
 

 

FELCO C16 WIRE & CABLE CUTTERS - CODE 5084 
 

- Able to cut a vast range of cable and wires 

- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting 

 
This range of cable and wire cutters offer the perfect balance between versatility 

and cutting capacity. They’re small enough to be easily carried around by hand or in a 

tool bag, and they have the power to cut a wide range of wires and cables as detailed 

below: 

 
16mm mild steel strands, 14mm high tensile steel strands, 7mm pre-stressing strands, 

6mm extra tough wire ropes and strands, 16mm copper, aluminium and steel-cored 

aluminium cables, 14mm aluminium or copper rods, 5mm tempered spring wire. 

 

Length - 58cm (23”) Width - 16cm (6”) 
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CRASH AXE - CODE 1075 
 

- Super Lightweight Titanium handle 

- Replaceable and Interchangeable stainless-steel blade and spike 

- Integrated metal cutting claw with wire cutting feature 

 
The all-new Crash Axe takes lightweight, multi-function hand tools to the next level. 

This is a high tech, low drag axe that incorporates a lightweight Grade 5 6A4LV 

titanium handle and stainless-steel top cut blade, spike and integrated wire cutter 

all in one. 

 

Weight - 1.13kg (2.5lbs) 
 
 
 
 

 

BIEL TOOL - CODE 1018 
 

- Personal Rescue and Forced Entry Tool 

- Lightweight and strong 

- Multi-purpose 

 
This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 

entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 

and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 

The Biel Tool is constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat treated for maximum 

strength and durability, and chrome plated for easy maintenance. 

 

Length - (Closed) 380mm (15”), (Open) 480mm (19”) 

Weight - 1.3kg (3lb) 

 

BUSTER TOOL - CODE 5503 
 

- The ultimate compact forcible entry tool 

- Extendable claw for extra leverage 

- Multi-purpose 

 
This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 

entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 

and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 

The Buster Tool is constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat treated for maximum 

strength and durability, and chrome plated for easy maintenance. It comes with an 

extendable claw for extra leverage, while a Compact Claw and Tactical Holster are 

both optional extras. 

 

Length - 43.8cm (17.25”) Weight - 2.6kg (5.7lb) 
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BUSTER TOOL TACTICAL HOLSTER - CODE 5504 
 

- Purpose made holster 
 

- Can be fastened to your arm or belt 

 
The ultimate compact forcible entry tool now has the ultimate holster to keep both 

it and you safe. Ultra-tough and beautifully made, this holster covers all extremities 

of the Buster Tool, yet the tool can be quickly and easily removed simply by lifting 
 

fastened to you in several different ways, such as on your arm or through a belt. 

 
Length - 22.9cm (9”) Weight - 0.2kg (0.5lb) 

Colour - Black 

 

PRY-AXE - CODE 5081 
 

- Personal Rescue and Forced Entry Tool 

- Extendable claw for extra leverage 

- The Buster Tool’s big brother 

 
This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 

entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 

and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 

The Pry Axe is a bigger version of the Buster Tool yet only weighs 0.5kg more. It’s 

constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat treated for maximum strength and durability, 

and chrome plated for easy maintenance. It comes with an extendable claw for extra 

leverage, while a metal cutting claw and protective sheath are both optional extras. 

 
 
 

 

PRY-AXE BLACK - CODE 5677 
 

- Personal Rescue and Forced Entry Tool 

- Extendable claw for extra leverage 

- The Buster Tool’s big brother 

 
 

This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 

entry tasks...and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 

and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 

The Pry Axe is a bigger version of the Buster Tool yet only weighs 0.5kg more. It’s 

constructed of alloy steel forgings and chrome plated in black for easy maintenance. 

It comes with an extendable claw for extra leverage, while a metal cutting claw and 

protective sheath are both optional extras. 
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28”STEEL DOOR BREACHING TOOL - CODE 204-1 
 

A single head entry tool forged of premium steel and fully tempered, this tool is 

designed to wedge open and breach heavily reinforced steel doors. The sides of 

the head have profiled and shaped edges to prevent "back slip" when breaching. 

 
Handles are ergonomic and there is a hand guard at the striking point. In the 

hands of a trained and experienced operator, this tool will normally open a 

security door in seconds. 

 

Length - 71.1 cm (28”) Weight - 3.2kg (7.1lb) 

 

34”STEEL DOOR BREACHING - CODE 204-2 
 

A single head entry tool forged of premium steel and fully tempered, this tool is 

designed to wedge open and breach heavily reinforced steel doors. The sides of 

the head have profiled and shaped edges to prevent "back slip" when breaching. 

 
Handles are ergonomic and there is a hand guard at the striking point. In the 

hands of a trained and experienced operator, this tool will normally open a 

security door in seconds. 

 

Length - 86.4cm (34”) Weight - 3.6kg (7.9lb) 

 

28”WOODEN DOOR BREACHING TOOL 
 

A forged and tempered double edged entry tool designed for wedging and breach- 

ing outward-opening wooden doors. With its wide bite, this tool normally keeps a 

wooden door intact until it is fully forced open, avoiding the problem of the door's 

partially breaking and being held in place by the lock. 

 
Handles are ergonomic and there is a hand guard at the striking point. 

 

 

Length - 71.1 cm (28”) Weight - 4.0kg (8.8lb) 

 

34”WOODEN DOOR BREACHING TOOL 
 

A forged and tempered double edged entry tool designed for wedging and breach- 

ing outward-opening wooden doors. With its wide bite, this tool normally keeps a 

wooden door intact until it is fully forced open, avoiding the problem of the door's 

partially breaking and being held in place by the lock. 

 
Handles are ergonomic and there is a hand guard at the striking point. 

 

Length - 86.4cm (34”) Weight - 4.2kg (9.3lb) 
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